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MCS-CONNECT
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06/17/2013
Updates from previous versions:
New Features:
1. Added support for display of MicroMag states to animated graphics code
2. Added 3 new members to the MachineEeromV14 class.

Bug Fixes:
1. The new Unit, heating and boiler grids data is not being refreshed if the Status/Cooling internal Frame
is Iconified. RESOLUTION ‐ Separated out the other internal Frames refresh to test their own Iconified
state to determine whether or not to refresh the data.
2. The Boiler Status internal Frame is being created by SW + config combos that do not have them. This is
due to the test for this internal Frame and table being incorrect. RESOLUTION ‐ Changed the test to
only display the boiler & pumps internal Frame for CHL SW and v11 and v14 cfg types with the boiler
bit set.
3. In MicroMagV12Device added a capacity control offset to the Evap target column.
4. In the Alarm Lockout popup for Micro Mag added code to hide columns that contain data that is not
relevant to that specific system setup.
5. After downloading new SW into the MicroMag, MCS‐Connect is unable to scan and locate the
MicroMag until the user disconnects and reconnects. This is due to code meant to talk to the Magnum
hanging by sending a message to the microMag which is never answered. Therefore, the
FileInputStream never gets closed and we are unable to talk to MicroMag. RESOLUTION ‐ Added a
check to skip the extra messages if communicating with a MicroMag.
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